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Daily care and maintenance of TK-Team products
WetWipe, WriteScreen, MaxiScreen writing & projection surfaces:
Writing surfaces are durable ceramic projection surface which can be written with standard whiteboard pens.
Stains and contaminated dirt can be cleaned from the surfaces with neutral cleansing fluid or with
whiteboards own cleaning fluid. Detergents may leave fats on the surface of the whiteboards, which can
weaken the purity of the whiteboard. After using cleaners, wipe the board with clean, warm water and wipe
the board dry.
WetWipe wipe the surface with most cloth or with whiteboards own cleaning fluid, please check Whiteboard
instructions.
WriteScreen wipe the surface with like the normal Whiteboard with dry wiper, please check Whiteboard
instructions.

Hush Acoustic panels:
To clean the fabric surfaces of the Hush Acoustic panels, light brushing is recommended with a soft brush.

Notice boards:
Cork boards:
Neutral cleaning fluid can be used to clean the natural cork surface. The surface can also be cleaned with a
soft brush.

Bulletin Boards:
Neutral cleaning fluid can be used to clean the Bulletin Board surface. The surface can also be cleaned with
a soft brush.

Please note! As a new product Bulletin Board can have a scent of linen oil. This scent vanishes
as time passes depending on air conditioning and room temperature

Colour and Linen pinboards:
For cleaning of the fabric surfaces, light vacuuming and dry cleaning are recommended.

Colour and Linen pinboards are M1 classified products
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Writing surfaces care, e3 CeramicSteel and Glass:
e3 CeramicSteel whiteboard surfaces are guaranteed to withstand the rigors of everyday classroom use
and offer exceptional writing performance, superior erasability and are resilient to scratches, stains and
fading. Proper use and maintenance will keep your board looking like new.
Glass boards is made of hardened glass, the colour of the board is enamelled on the surface of the board.
Proper use and maintenance will keep your board looking like new.

Actions before usages, image 1

Image 1

Whiteboards:
 Remove the protective film.
 Wipe surface with clean cloth warm water or moistened with a high-quality
whiteboard cleaner (TK-Team cleaner).
 Rinse with clean, warm water to remove any cleaner residue.
 Wipe surface dry with a clean cloth.
Glass writing surfaces:
 Wipe surface with clean warm water.
Daily usage of White & Glass boards image 2
Cleaning TK-Team white board is easy with TK-Team white board eraser. Check
eraser every now and then and change the replacement felt when needed.

Image 2

General cleaning instructions and stains in White and Glass Boards
images 3 and 4


Image 3





Image 4

Wipe surface with a clean cloth moistened with a high-quality whiteboard
cleaner or warm water.
o Note: Using a non-appropriate cleaner may result in poor dry
erasability due to the build-up of residues from the cleaner on the
surface.
Rinse with clean, warm water to remove any cleaner residue.
Wipe surface dry with a clean cloth.
Surfaces used moderately should be cleaned two to three times per week.
Surfaces used more intensely may require daily cleaning.
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Matt green ceramic surfaces care:
Matt green ceramic surfaces combine an excellent erasability with wear resistance, durability and
product lifetime warranty. Our smooth matte finish chalk surfaces will not leave “ghosting” and yield less
chalk dust for a cleaner, healthier environment. Proper use and maintenance will keep your board looking
like new.
Before using, images 1-3




Image 1



Remove the protective film.
Clean the surface with clear, warm water.
Erase the board with a latex or felt eraser. Keep the erasers dry and clean
them regularly.
Rinse well with clear water and strip/wipe the surface with a good window
stripper/squeegee.
Allow the surface to dry completely before use.

General cleaning instructions for Matt green ceramic surfaces and stains
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Stains can be cleaned of the board with water and mild cleansing fluid.
After using cleansing fluids, wipe the board with clean warm water and wipe
the surface dry.
Check your chalk board eraser. If needed change the eraser to a new one.
Erase the board with a latex or felt eraser. Keep the erasers dry and clean
them regularly.
Rinse well with clear water and strip/wipe the surface with a good window
stripper/squeegee.
Allow the surface to dry completely before use.
Boards used moderately should be cleaned two to three times a week.
Boards used more intensely may require daily cleaning.

Image 3

Conference cabinets:
Veneer and melamine conference cabinets can be cleaned with neutral cleansing fluids. Cleaning the
screens, please check Da-Lite and TK-Team screens. Cleaning the whiteboard, please check TK-Team
whiteboards.

AV-rail system:
Metal parts can be cleaned with neutral cleansing fluid. Cleaning the fabric notice boards, please check TKTeam colour notice boards. Cleaning the AV-rail whiteboards, please check the instructions for cleaning TKTeam whiteboard.
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WorkWall:
The metal surfaces of the WorkWalls can be cleaned with neutral cleaning fluid. For the fabric WorkWalls
please check TK-Team instructions for colour notice boards. WorkWalls with whiteboard, please check the
instructions for cleaning TK-Team whiteboard.

Flip-charts:
Metal parts of flip-charts can be cleaned with neutral cleansing fluid. Writing surfaces of Mobile Delux, TKTeam Delux and Economy flip-chart’s can be cleaned as writing boards.

Classroom rail system:
Metal parts can be cleaned with neutral cleansing liquid.

Da-Lite and TK-Team screens:
Surface of screens can be cleaned with neutral cleansing fluid.
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